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About This Game

The treasure lies at a depth of more than 100 yards. That's a job for the Mad Digger!

Once Grandpa Pecos decided to share a secret with his grandson — there's a hidden treasure buried somewhere on the former
mine. But there's one problem. The treasure lies very deep underground at a depth of more than 100 yards! Then the grandson

thought about his friend, the Mad Digger. He's the only one to get things done.

Your task is to dig deeper and deeper until you find the treasure. It's not as simple as it seems. The oxygen runs out with every
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descent, you need to extract minerals to improve your equipment and tools as well as to buy grenades and dynamite to make the
descent faster.

Equipment description:

Pickaxe — your main tool. Upgrade it to dig faster and more efficiently.

Oxygen Tank — allows you to stay underground for a long time. Upgrade it to increase the time limit.

Drill — a big drill which allows you to pass the first layers much faster and collect more resources.

Grenade — has a small radius of action, but all the blocks blown up by a grenade never go waste, and if they contain
something useful (resource or oxygen), you will take it.

Dynamite — has a large radius of action, it is very convenient when you need to quickly cover a considerable
distance. Dynamite has a drawback when compared to a grenade: it destroys everything in its path, and if you blew a block with

a resource, you won't get it.

RadWater — water with moderate radiation dose. It makes the Digger 10 times stronger and faster while active.
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other games really need to copy this game's style of having one room. it works so well, with the huge bonus of no teleporting.

+ when you think it's done there's more.
+ good controls.
+ good use of locomotion (only natural movement, no teleport)
+ nice customizing of the room

- tedious
- repetitive stages to the game

overall really great fun.

feedback for dev (if they look at these): please have a way to mirror furniture, also another "phase" to the game would help
break up the monotony. by phase i mean how the game has a "buy/sell/prep" phase and a "night" phase, something else to do
during the day would be neat.

. A fun game that has focused on simple mechanincs. Having never played the iPhone version but still having heard the Apple
crowd gush over it, I was anxious to try this game out and it definitely delivers. Super addictive, very accessible but gets brutally
challenging fast, lots of level variety and it runs on basically anything including my work laptop with Intel integrated graphics.
The biggest concern many had is whether a game designed for touch screens translates into mouse control well and I can say
there's no worry there. The nice is fast and intuitive and it even has a special mode for trackpads on laptops.

In short: This is a steal, get it.. good fun game love blowing cows up. its hine but after a lot of time it gets booooring. LET'S
GET READY TO RUMBLE!!! Must epic game of Ro SHameBo unless someone brings out a hammer and hits you on the head!
Yes that can happen! For this to be a free game they put hard work in. I recommend trying this game out. The Streets are
Yours!!! Now Rock on! Or cut some paper! Or write on some paper!. This is an initial early review from a short period of
gameplay (will edit review after more gameplay). This is the kind of gameplay style that is needed to fill the old-school
competitive shooter hole in VR gaming (think Quake and UT). My impression is it is inredibly good casual (or competitive)
fastpaced fun. The envirnonments are beautiful, framerate is great (caveat, see below) and the variety of guns are fun to shoot. I
have yet to play a match without bots.
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Note that when playing with bots, I noticed performance decreasing over time throughout the game (framerate drop, latency
increase). This could only be fixed by restarting the match.
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Eye tracker not working (tobii eye 4c), i bought this just for eye tracking purpose, goona wait for one day for developer reply,
refunding after if there is no reply.. Wew,had a ton of bug in the start , but everything seems good right now ,if someone wanna
play this game ,i think that will be a good idea, I'm looking for the next DLCs ( i know this game has been released about 1 year
in China ) and the update for Tale of Wuxia ( not the Pre-Sequel ) too .
P/s : I used Architecture font to the game (.ini file) , I hope it will be useful for someone .. The game is good, the only thing that
needs immediate attention are the tracks. They need to be a little wider, most of the time I dont want to go to the pit stop. But
thats where I go, if the tracks where wider. I would have a chance to steer away.

The other problem is the handling of cars, the handling needs fixing. Cant control the cars very well, the controls are too
sensitive.

The sound, graphics are great, but what I said above hinders it.. I cant forget this game ever. Just I can say BUY IT guys!. Fun
but can be quickly tedious. I think this is another game that is only suited to playing on a tablet.

Arcane Legacy Demo v.3 Released:

VoK Lodmor'ihs!!!. Arcane Legacy Free Alpha Demo is now online!:
VoK Lodmor'Ihs!
(Great People of Lodmor!)

We have released our first alpha demo, playable for free, on our Steam Store page!

In this demo, you can try our single player training mode against a random AI opponent.

We'll love to receive feedback, criticism, game balancement tips, amazing ideas and whatever you may think of us, in
our official demo feedback thread:

https://steamcommunity.com/app/931610/discussions/0/1734339901253534066/

. New FREE Demo Build Available!!!!!:
Asari Essath, VoK Lodmor'ihs!!!

It's time of BIG changes for Lodmor empire!

We have just published, here on Steam, a brand new Demo build with many improvements!
Here's the full changelog:

- Brand new 3D Models, FX and Animations for the Archmages from House Kalinyth, Kerhar and Hallemir!!!

- Full Single-Player Tutorial Campaign to learn the basics of the game and to have a taste of single player campaigns
gameplay that will be included in the commercial version of the game!!!

- By winning each scenario of the Tutorial Campaign, you will unlock a new Consumable Item, a new Scroll and 3
brand new summons for House Kalinyth!!!

- Map of Lodmor revealed in Campaign Mode!!!

- Demo Achievements activated!!!

- Lv4 Neutral Summon Unlocked: Mountain Wyvern!!!
This BIG summon can be played with all the released houses of Lodmor in Skirmish Mode!!!

- 3 Different selectable 3D scenarios for skirmish mode!!!
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- Brand new FX and Gameplay for all the current released summon and spells!!!

- Kaledon's Intro Track "Tenebrae Venture Sunt" from album Carnagus: Emperor of the Darkness added as main
theme on the Game Menu!!!
BIG THANKS TO KALEDON EPIC/POWER METAL BAND FOR LET US USE THIS SUPERB MUSIC TRACK
❤!!!

- In Game (Campaign and Skirmish) music added!!!

- New Pathfinding for Big Units like Wyverns!!!

- Save slots activated for saving your preferred house build!!!

- Brand new Artworks for summon/spell/item cards!!!

- Brand new card Mottos/Flavour Text for all cards!!!

- A Glossary pop-up reachable from Game Menu and Game UI containing all useful information about special effects
of Summon and Spells!

- Objectives tab with the current mission objective!!!

- Option Panel reworked: Audio and Input options have been enabled!!!

- Different Houses gameplay balancement achieved with aimed buffs and nerfs!!!

- Many bug-fixing included!!!

If you are pleased. try this new Free Demo build and let us know if you liked it!
It's really important to us to have good/bad feedback from Lodmor Mages!
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